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Hartley Michon Robb Hannon LLP 
Recognized by Chambers & Partners for 13th Consecutive Year 

 
BOSTON – Hartley Michon Robb Hannon LLP is proud to announce that, for the 13th consecutive 
year, the firm has been recognized as “Band One” by Chambers and Partners in the Chambers USA 
2023 rankings for their preeminence in Labor & Employment: Mainly Plaintiffs in Massachusetts. The 
firm is one of three firms to be ranked in the highest tier in Massachusetts. 
 
Chambers’ review notes that the firm is known for being “a distinguished group of leading plaintiff 
attorneys offering expert advice to executives and professionals in many areas of labor and 
employment litigation” and “offers demonstrable strength in a diverse range of issues including 
severance, compensation and restrictive covenants.” Chambers also noted the firm’s “expertise in 
arbitrations” and “praise for providing strong representation in discrimination claims.” 
 
The firm’s four Partners, H. James Hartley, Katherine J. Michon, Barbara Robb and Patrick Hannon, 
received individual recognition in the Chambers USA 2023 rankings for their leading work in 
executive advocacy, employment law and litigation. 

Chambers rankings are well respected and independent, based on in-depth market research 
conducted across several months including their research analysts speaking to thousands of 
lawyers, law firm clients and legal experts across the U.S.  

 
About Hartley Michon Robb Hannon LLP 
 
Hartley Michon Robb Hannon LLP concentrates in employment law, executive advocacy, and 
litigation. The firm is recognized by its peers and clients for providing sound advice, strong 
advocacy, and unparalleled results. The firm provides counseling, negotiation and litigation services 
to executives and professionals, as well as corporate clients, in a broad range of industries. The firm 
services its clients in a variety of ways:  as retained advisors in negotiations and mediations; in 
federal and state trial and appellate courts; before government agencies; and in arbitrations. 
 
Decades of employment law experience make Hartley Michon Robb Hannon LLP a valuable partner 
throughout your career. www.hmrhlaw.com  
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